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(Translation: Halina Cieplinska)

I first thought of doing the Grand Pilier d'Angle three years ago, in 1967, but
although I went to the Alps that year, my suggestions that we look at it were
discarded. Later, in 1968, I reached the foot of the pillar three times with
Samek Skierski and Wojtek Wroz, but on each occasion bad weather frustrated
our plans, in one case after we had climbed 80 m above the rimaye and cached
equipment and food. In the end our team disintegrated, as Samek Skierski
lost his life on the way across to the Pear Buttress and Wojtek Wroz went with
an expedition to Iran.

In 1969, however, I was to be more fortunate, as I attended the International
Meet at the Ecole Nationale de Ski et d'Alpinisme (E.N.S.A.) in Chamonix
with Tadeusz Laukajtys, my companion on the first ascent of the Balalayka
route on the huge North wall of Mishirgi Tau in the Caucasus in 1964 (La
Montagne et Alpinisme I96S 29). The third member of the team, Andrzej
Mroz, had already been in France for the last two years. We both knew him
from our joint very hard routes in the Tatra Mountains. We intended to follow
our reconnaissance route of the previous year, a little to the left of the main
couloir, availing ourselves of the equipment left behind then; and also to
secure our retreat by leaving at the bottom a tent and five days food.

This route cannot be described by the splended term direttissima. We did not
succeed in following the line we had planned in the light of our reconnais
sances. But like the explorers of the old days, never knowing what to expect
next, andwith the prospect ofour retreat being cut offin the eventof badweather,
we in fact achieved a new route on this important pillar of the highest summit
of the Alps.

IS July, I am; Col de la Fourche. Inside the bivouac a burning candle,
outside-the night; bright glittering stars, and a warm wind from the valley.
What will the weather be like? The usual doubts have turned into fear. A
quick cup of tea. A word with some Bulgarians about to climb the Pillar of
Freney. Food; the Bulgarians leave. Hanging on, yawning.

4 am. At last we leave the hut: bright dots of the lantern below, on the glacier by
the Col Moore. Then we start the descent from the Col de la Fourche. Our
crampons will hardly bite into the frozen snow. We belay and direct some
Spaniards: 'Brenva ?! Si! Si!' And again a long descent. The ice-cap of Mont
Blanc catching the first rays of the sun turns into pink. Faster. We find at our
feet the lifeless monster of an avalanche, its debris linking the ice-field to the
smooth vertical rocks. To right and left, everywhere the snow is speckled with
grey rock. This is no place for a tent; so we have to leave it with the food where
last year's equipment is stuck under a roof.
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6,30 am. Huddled below our sacks we count the last passing minutes of the
bitter cold and each stone as it falls from above-much too frequently. It is
too late now. Nine hours of waiting for the shadow to cover the snow above and
freeze it into safety. Nine hours of sunshine, of appalling heat as in a desert.

16 July. A cloudless sunrise. I start the day with an exceptionally difficult pitch.
In the place where I had hoped to find a chimney there is only a loose russet
vein running up the slabs to the overhangs. And so from the very start of the
day, an extreme effort and a great surprise. It became clear that our planned
route up the middle of the face could not be followed, but as if in compensation
for this unpleasant disappointment, there opened a possibility of crossing the
slabs a little to the left, using a slanting crack. At the same time we had no idea
what lay ahead round the first bend of the wall. The growing drumming of
stones reminded me how time was passing. 300 m above our heads hung the
open mouth of a couloir. And we were in the middle of the slabs without
protection. A rattle moving down, a dull slap, a sharp pain in the shoulder
I am hit! My arm aches. But I can move it, so after a short rest I carryon
leading.

Another surprise. The right edge of the crack, despite the monolithic character
of the rock, turns out to be loose blocks, which move as each peg is inserted.
Broken rock covers our clothing, faces, hands. The pitons left behind are
unsafe, unlikely to hold a man. Above the first block another. To abseil down?
No, not yet; one more metre, one more piton.

Now we were able to belay on solid pegs. Andrzej takes in his stride the follow
ing part of the crack. Dusk. I am hanging in the coils of rope ready for sleep.
Andrzej by my side, with his feet in slings. The rope tied to one of the firmest
pitons disappears gradually in the falling night. Below us resounds the knocking
of a hammer. I am falling asleep. Pushed brutally, I bring up the third resident
of our 'hotel'. Now our knees were pressing the hard granite-it was impossible
to sleep, as constant changes of position became unbearable. At last the night
draws to an end.

17 July began badly for Tadek: he peels off, falls down, and hangs suspended
on the rope. It was a close shave. His gashed hand bleeds. What bad luck!
We had counted on him for today.

Two pitches by Andrzej, the third mine. I have been stuck in the crack for the
last three hours. It's very hard. Two metres more and I would be OK. It
won't go. The whirr of a plane. A red helicopter hangs above my head. I wave
my hand. Inside the machine three people in white overalls. I recognize one
face-Andre Contamine, from E.N.S.A. Friendly people so close and yet so
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60 The Grand Pilier d'Angle and the Peuterey ridge of Mont Blanc showing the 1969
Polish route (left) and the Bonatti-Gobbi route (right). From near the Col du Geant.
Photo: Alan Blackshaw



61 Hi'/;ollae; Tadells=:
Lallkajtys (left) and
Engenill;:: Chrobak
Photo: Andrzej Iroz
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far. The machine drops down in the direction of the icy Aiguille Blanche and
flies away. A moment later I finish this difficult and dangerous passage.
Evening now. We abseil 30 m to a more comfortable bivouac place. A real
comfort here-after a 9 m traverse we can get some water, most welcome after
two days with only a few gulps of tea. Tadeusz sits comfortably. After spending
some time clearing away rubble I am able to bivouac on etriers. But the clouds
are lit up at times with lightning somewhere over Switzerland.

18 July. Weather again perfect. Andrzej leads. The pitons get insecure. Then
half an hour to place a bolt. We don't like it. We prefer our smal1est pegs, which
go in only one or two millimetres and fall out at the withdrawal of the rope;
but they're quick, very quick-even if nerve-wracking. Now two pitons above
the bolts. I feel a jerk and simultaneously see Andrzej falling. He catches the
rope with both hands and pul1s himself up with his feet against the smooth
wall. Like a spider he does 4 m at once and with a kind of feverish impetus
drives in a peg. After this, an extremely severe exit from etriers. The end of the
crack. I am climbing in delicate and extremely difficult terrain, with only two
pegs in 60 m. Above my head overhanging rocks, on the left undercllt vertical
slabs. We are completely taken by surprise. After several attempts at climbing
the next few metres we give up til1 the next day. We traverse a little to the right
to a smal1 shelf ful1 of rubble. The fourth bivouac, with the feeling that perhaps
tomorrow we wil1 complete the face. Butane, melting snow, thoughts. After
three days of hanQ'inQ' in the crack it had seemed that it was nearly over-
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boiling tea. What will tomorrow bring? This question spoils our good mood.

19 July. We do not welcome our everyday visitors-the falling stones-with
the usual 'bon jour'. The first 5 m are extremely difficult and without protection.
Early on we had to pay a price, in the form of a fall by the leader with a very
small peg, and the revelational swing which followed. Once again we take leave
of the crack running across the face of the pillar.

Stuck to two pitons under an overhang I gather the rope. On my left, a huge
wet couloir rumbling with the echo of stone falls. Above, a complicated but
not very difficult configuration of rocks. On the right, red lines of rope running
down. This was just the moment when one senses something about to happen.
A tension of subconscious expectation. In the instant when 'it' comes there is
some interior change, a concentration in the realisation of resignation; accept
ing the inevitable. Tons, hundreds of tons of rock, thunder down to left and
right. Thunder of crashing rocks. Eyes closed ... a tug behind, a knock on the
back, sharp pain.... The stones are still falling. One of the red threads of the
rope hangs loosely. Shouts: 'Are you alive ?Answerback!!' Later, in my memory
stripped of any sense of time, they are near me, trembling: white faces, torn
clothes. In total, the rope cut in three places; a wounded elbow, a grazed back.
A little dose of luck, like a slightly opened door, let us live. At firsttirnidly, and
gradually with increasing boldness, we stretch the rope in 50 m pitches.
Blocks, slabs, cliffs. In such scenery we spend the night.

20 July. We are on the right flank of the depression ofthe pillar. Easing of the
tension: solid rock, blue sky; but this continuous morning sun ...
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I I am. Suddenly we have a wide view of the south side of Mont Blanc-we are
on the top of the frontal face of the Grand Pilier d'Angle. A light plane
dives straight towards us. Photos. A sip of tea. Pitons are thrown away-for
luck ... and to lighten the burden. Our crampons dig into the softened ice.
We feel the weight of the snow balling on them. The last rocks become an island
for castaways. Six hours of drift in the warmed slush. The sun dips behind
Mont Blanc de Courmayeur; the snow hardens. We force the pace to the limit.

Over a cornice I reach the top of the ridge. It is 9 pm. The sun is just above the
horizon. A fabulous play of colours. An overpowering red in every crystal of
snow. Secret dark blue valleys. Distant grey-green.

I had to share this. I pull the rope violently, telling them to hurry. Sixty metres
is a long way. The blazing ball is sinking. They are just in time!

At 10 pm we were in the longed-for"\ allot hut.

SUMMARY Mont Blanc, South-east face of Grand Pilier d'Angle by new route
to the left of the Bonatti-Gobbi route 15-20 July 1969. E. Chrobak, T.
Laukajtys, A. Mroz. ED 250 pitons. Technical note p 137.

64 Howse Peak (left) and Chephren Peak showing the East
faces. Photo: W. R. Joyce
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